
KAMPALA JUNIOR ACADEMY

        ASSESSMENT EXAMINATION

PRIMARY TWO

READING

NAME: _______________________________ CLASS: _______

1. Read and draw pictures.

pot bag tin bed

2. Use the sounds below to build words.

            (s, a, t, i, p, n, ck)

sick 

 _________________

 _________________

 _________________

3. Circle the correct spelling.
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pen,  pan
tick,  teck

nat, net aunt, ant



4. Name the pictures.

                          
____________ ______________            _____________

                   (clock, stick, sock)

5. Underline the correct spelling.

wait shop rain banch

wayt shap rayn bench

6. Build words.

g _______________

m ai n _______________

p _______________

7. Use the words to construct sentences.

bell: _______________________________________________

ball: _______________________________________________

8. Arrange the words in alphabetical order.

a). car, cut, come, cent

  _________________________________________________

b). axe, ant, arrow, apple

   _________________________________________________
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9. Choose the word from the list to fit the sentence.

              door,   cake,   wet,   kick

a). I got _______________ from the rain.

b). Dad made a _________________.

c). I can _______________ a ball.

d). His __________________ has a lock.

10. Arrange the letters to make correct words.

             
  tfoo ___________     oonm _________            tboo _________

11. Which word does not fit? Tick

a). mat,  met,  meat

b). lay,  paid,  hay,  way

c). fell,  fall,  tall,  mall

12. Match the words that sound the same.

meet bud

reach which

son meat

bad rich

witch sun
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13. Read the story and answer the questions that follow.

Table manners and a baby.

Meg is a mess! She has jam on her chin. She has egg on her chest. 
“What is this? This baby is a mess!” Mum puts Meg’s bib on.

“Let me wash that chin and chest, baby Meg! Try to get the egg in your 
tummy, child! Not your chest and chin!”

Questions:

a). Who is a mess?

   _________________________________________________

b). What does Meg have on her chin?

   _________________________________________________ 

c). Mum puts Meg’s ________________ on.

d). Meg has an ________________ on her chest.

e). Write the title of the story.

f). Draw Meg in a mess.
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14. Cross out the wrong word. (Use the story above)

a). Meg is a   mass    mess.

b). Mum puts Meg’s    bib      beb   on.

c). She has an    agg       egg     on her chest.

d). Write a word with sound /w/ from the story.
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